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The OWL [2] datatype formalism (or simply OWL datatyping) presents some new
requirements for DL reasoning services, in terms of semantics (to allow the use of socalled ‘un-supported’ datatypes), expressive power (to support enumerated datatypes)
and datatype construction mechanism (both datatypes and datatype expressions). On
the other hand, OWL datatyping is expected to be extended to include more expressive
power. E.g., OWL datatyping does not provide a general framework for user-defined
datatypes, such as XML Schema derived datatypes, nor does it support n-ary datatype
predicates (such as the binary predicate > for integers), not to mention user-defined
datatype predicates (such as the binary predicate > for non-negative integers). In this
poster, we explain why it is necessary to extend the existing datatype approaches to
the datatype group approach, in order to meet the above new requirements.
It was Baader and Hanschke [1] who first presented a rigorous treatment of datatype
predicates (or simply predicates). In their approach, a concrete domain [1, 4] is composed of a set of datatype values (such as integers) and a set of n-ary predicates
(such as ‘<’) defined over these values with obvious (fixed) extensions. Horrocks
and Sattler [3] proposed the so called ‘type system approach’, which can be seen as a
simplified version of the concrete domain approach, where the datatype domain (of a
datatype interpretation) is regarded as a universal concrete domain and datatypes are
treated as unary predicates in the universal concrete domain. In short, in the above
two approaches, datatypes are nothing but unary predicates.
In OWL datatyping, however, people take another view. A Datatype d distinguishes from a predicate in that it is characterised not only by the value spaces V (d),
but also a lexical space, L(d), which is a set of Unicode strings, and a total mapping
L2V (d) from the lexical space to the value space. E.g., boolean is a datatype with value
space {true, f alse}, lexical space {T,F,1,0} and lexical-to-value mapping {T7→ true,
F7→ f alse, 17→ true, 07→ f alse}. Data values can be represented by typed literals or
plain literals, where typed literals are combinations of string and datatype URIs, while
plain literals are simply strings, with optional language tag. E.g., “1”ˆˆxsd:boolean is
a typed literal, while “1” is a plain literal. Therefore, when we extend OWL datatyping to support predicates, we should not simply replace datatypes with predicates,

but let them co-exist in a proper framework.
Secondly, an OWL datatype interpretation is relativised to a datatype map, which
is a partial mapping from datatype URIs to datatypes; e.g., Md1 = {hxsd:string, stringi,
hxsd:integer, integeri}. Unsupported datatypes, which are not included in a given
datatype map, are interpreted as any subsets of the datatype domain. Therefore, the
datatype domain (of a datatype interpretation) is expected to be unfixed, which is
different from the (datatype) domain in existing approaches.
Thirdly, OWL advocates a more user-friendly style of datatyping than what the
existing approaches provide. OWL provides a kind of datatype expressions, called
enumerated datatypes, of the form oneOf(l1 , . . . , ln ), where l1 , . . . , ln are literals, which
is interpreted as the union of all the interpretation of li (1 ≤ i ≤ n). It is expected that
it supports more expressive datatype expressions, to represent user-defined datatypes
and user-defined predicates. Furthermore, it is desirable that the interpretation of
negated predicate is relativised to the value space of the related datatypes; e.g., > 5
D
is interpreted as V (integer)\ >D
5 but not ∆D \ >5 . Therefore, the interpretation of
> 5 will not be affected by the existence of other datatypes in a datatype map.
We extend OWL datatyping with datatype predicates by a revised definition of
datatype groups, which was first presented in [5] and was meant to be an extension of DAML+OIL datatyping. Unlike the original definition, the revised definition
of datatype groups is completely compatible with OWL datatyping. We show that
the predicate conjunctions over datatype groups can be easily reduced to those over
concrete domains. We then propose OWL-E, a language extending OWL DL with
datatype expression axioms, as well as the datatype group-based class constructors
to allow the use of datatype expressions in class restrictions. The novelty of OWL-E
is that it enhances OWL DL with much more datatype expressiveness and it is still
decidable. Of course, we will need a full paper to present details of the above.
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